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SHRNUTÍ
Měření výfukových emisí spalovacích motorů během reálného provozu přenosnými zařízeními umístěnými na palubě vozidla (PEMS) je
důležitou součástí hodnocení dopadu nových paliv a technologií na životní prostředí a lidské zdraví. Znalost aktuálního toku výfukových
plynů je jedním z nezbytných předpokladů pro takové provozní měření. Jedním z nejjednodušších způsobů je výpočet z toku nasáveného
vzduchu, který je vypočten z měřených otáček motoru a tlaku a teploty náplně v sacím potrubí. V této práci byl obecný algoritmus
využívající odhad dopravní účinnosti libovolného běžného čtyřdobého motoru aplikován na tři produkční evropské motory běžně
využívané v ČR: těžký a automobilový přeplňovaný vznětový motor, a atmosférický zážehový motor. Vypočtené průtoky nasávaného
vzduchu byly porovnány s různými referenčními metodami. Výsledky ukazují, že nejistota stanovení toku nasáveného vzduchu obecným
algoritmem je v řádu 10% pro většinu provozních režimů motoru, kromě případů recirkulace velké části výfukových plynů, kdy nejistota
vzrůstá na desítky procent. Desetiprocentní nejistota pro motory bez vysoké míry recirkulace výfukových plynů je přijatelná pro mnohá,
zvláště průzkumná a orientační, měření emisí za provozu, a může být snížena kalibrací algoritmu pro daný motor.

KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA: SPALOVACÍ MOTOR, TOK NASÁVANÉHO VZDUCHU, DOPRAVNÍ ÚČINNOST, SOUČINITEL PLNĚNÍ MOTORU,
VÝFUKOVÉ EMISE, MĚŘENÍ EMISÍ ZA REÁLNÉHO PROVOZU, RDE, PEMS
ABSTRACT
Measurement of real driving emissions (RDE) from internal combustion engines under real-world operation using portable, onboard monitoring systems (PEMS) is becoming an increasingly important tool aiding the assessment of the effects of new fuels
and technologies on environment and human health. The knowledge of exhaust flow is one of the prerequisites for successful RDE
measurement with PEMS. One of the simplest approaches for estimating the exhaust flow from virtually any engine is its computation
from the intake air flow, which is calculated from measured engine rpm and intake manifold charge pressure and temperature
using a generic speed-density algorithm, applicable to most contemporary four-cycle engines. In this work, a generic speed-density
algorithm was compared against several reference methods on representative European production engines – a gasoline port-injected
automobile engine, two turbocharged diesel automobile engines, and a heavy-duty turbocharged diesel engine. The overall results
suggest that the uncertainty of the generic speed-density method is on the order of 10% throughout most of the engine operating
range, but increasing to tens of percent where high-volume exhaust gas recirculation is used. For non-EGR engines, such uncertainty
is acceptable for many simpler and screening measurements, and may be, where desired, reduced by engine-specific calibration.

KEYWORDS: INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE, INTAKE AIR FLOW, SPEED-DENSITY, VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY, REAL DRIVING
EMISSIONS, PORTABLE ON-BOARD EMISSIONS MONITORING SYSTEMS

1. INTRODUCTION

The emissions of internal combustion engines, despite major
advancements in the engine and exhaust aftertreatment
technology, remain to be one of the principal sources of
air pollution in most urban areas. Particulate matter in the
ambient air is, together with tropospheric ozone, responsible

for approximately 430 thousands premature deaths in the
European Union (EU) [1], an order of magnitude more than
traffic accidents. Particles released by internal combustion
engines are considered to constitute a substantial part
of this health risk, due to the close proximity of citizens to
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the sources, and due to their small size – typically units to
hundreds of nanometers (nm). Most of the particles emitted by
internal combustion engines are typically in the size range of
tens of nanometers [2,3]. Particles of this size readily deposit
in human lung alveoli [4,5], have the capacity to penetrate cell
membranes and to enter the bloodstream, and are known to
cause and/or contribute to a wide variety of health problems
[6], including asthma, heart attack or diabetes, and including
damage to DNA which may become apparent in subsequent
generations. The concentrations of ultrafine particles (units
to tens of nm) are not uniformly distributed, but are highest
along the vehicle travel paths. For this reason, increased risks
of asthma, heart attacks and other ailments are often linked to
a small distance, usually on the order of one hundred meters,
from high traffic intensity roads [7 – 9]. It has been long known
that engine emissions tend to be carefully optimized for the
certification test cycle, while being overlooked in other regimes
[10 – 12], such as high rpm, high load, or highly transient
operation on one end, and prolonged low-load operation on
the other end. As a result, emissions during real-world driving
tend to be higher than during certification tests [10 – 14]. For
example, enrichment on gasoline engines during transients
and during full load have been known to dramatically increase
emissions of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide (CO) [15] as
well as particulate matter (PM) [16 – 17]. Emissions of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) were reported to be fifteen times
higher during real-world driving than during laboratory tests
[18]. NOx emissions also tend to be higher during real-world
driving or more realistic driving cycles than during the New
European Driving Cycle (NEDC) [13 – 14].
For these reasons, measurement of emissions under real
driving conditions, or real-world emissions measurements, are
increasingly used to complement traditional chassis or engine
dynamometer tests not only for a wide variety of engine and
transportation-related research studies, but also as a part of the
vehicle/engine type approval process in the EU [19 – 20] and
United States of America (USA) [21 – 23]. A variety of portable
on-board emissions monitoring systems (PEMS) of various
degrees of sophistication have been developed to meet these
demands [24 – 34].
PEMS typically monitor the concentrations of the pollutants of
interest in the raw exhaust by various analytical means, and
multiply these concentrations by the corresponding exhaust
flow rate to arrive at instantaneous mass emissions rates. The
exhaust flow can be determined by various means [35] involving
direct measurement, such as by Pitot tube, or ultrasonic or
Vortex flowmeters [15, 26 – 28], or inference from air-fuel ratio
determined from exhaust composition and either measured

fuel flow, or measured intake air flow [15,26,30,36]. Of these,
calculations based on the measured intake air flow are generally
the simplest in terms of installation of the instrumentation on
the vehicle [35]. On many engines equipped with engine control
units (ECU), intake air flow can be read from the ECU via the
diagnostic interface. On older engines, or should a stealth
installation not visible to the ECU be desired, intake air flow can
be measured directly or computed from other measured data.
Direct measurement typically involves the installation of a mass
air flow meter, generally requiring at least some modification
to the engine air intake system [36], and different meters for
different size engines. The installation of air or exhaust flow
meters is easy in relatively spacious laboratory engine test
cells, but difficult on real vehicles. The engines are generally
tightly packaged into the vehicle, leaving little space to install
bulky sensors, and featuring virtually no straight runs of intake
air or exhaust pipe of sufficient length to reach laminar flow.
As a result, many on-board systems rely on relatively massive
auxiliary equipment, such as a trailer, or at least a contraption
across the back of the vehicle housing an exhaust flow sensor
[15, 26 – 28].
As an alternative allowing relatively simple fit of a PEMS on
the vehicle, computation of the intake air flow using the speeddensity method has been proposed by Vojtisek-Lom and Cobb
[35]. The speed-density measurement, commonly used in the
ECU, relies on the measured engine speed in revolutions per
minute (engine rpm), measured temperature and pressure in
the intake manifold, engine displacement, air composition,
and engine volumetric efficiency [37 – 40]. Engine volumetric
efficiency is defined as the ratio between the air mass flowing
into the cylinders from the intake manifold and the air mass
theoretically contained in the cylinders at the manifold pressure
and temperature [41]. It is dependent on engine type and
construction parameters, and for a given engine, varies with
engine speed and load [41 – 45], with the variation with the
engine load on a throttled engine being more pronounced than
the variation with rpm. Volumetric efficiency under transient
conditions has been found to be similar to the corresponding
steady-state operation by Smith [46]. In fact, mass air flow (MAF)
determined using the speed-density method was found to be
more accurate than direct measurement by a mass air flow meter
during transients in the work of Stotsky and Kolmanovski [37].
Therefore, it is proposed that the intake air flow is determined
from measured engine rpm, measured intake manifold charge
pressure and temperature, known engine displacement, and
known or estimated engine volumetric efficiency [35]. The
engine volumetric efficiency can be determined during chassis
dynamometer tests by simultaneous measurement of air and/
or fuel flow by laboratory instruments and calculation of the
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intake air flow from engine rpm and intake manifold pressure
measured by on-board sensors. Such data can be, for example,
collected during certification laboratory tests for subsequent
on-board verification of emissions throughout the life of
the engine. However, this is not an established practice, and
volumetric efficiency data is not always available. A generic
algorithm for estimation of mass air flow based on volumetric
efficiency dependency on throttling, universal for all engine
types, has been proposed by Vojtisek-Lom.and Cobb [30]:
MAF [g/s] = Mair ∙ Vd ∙ nvol ∙ (MAP – (patm/CR)) / (R ∙ IAT) (1)

where:
Mair
Vd
nvol
MAP
patm
CR
R
IAT

is molecular weight of air of 28.9 g.mol-1
is engine displacement volume in dm3
is dimensionless engine volumetric efficiency multiplier
is intake manifold absolute pressure in kPa
is barometric pressure in kPa
is dimensionless engine compression ratio
is universal gas constant of 8.314 J.mol-1.K-1
is intake manifold charge temperature in K

Such calculation was aimed as a general approximation of
the mass air flow on “ordinary” engines not using at the time
advanced features such as high EGR rates, high expansion ratio, or
valve deactivation. Most utilizations of the monitoring system have
used nvol = 0.95, which is equivalent, at 9.5:1 compression ratio,
to a volumetric efficiency of 0.85 at full load for all engine rpm.
This value has been used in multiple sets of laboratory comparison
tests in the U.S., yielding, after combination with measured exhaust
gas composition, CO2 mass emissions rates which were generally
comparable to the laboratory measurements [47]. All comparison
measurements data available have been performed about
a decade ago on engines on U.S. market, which, in general, have
much higher displacement, higher power, and lower real-world
emissions than their European counterparts. Also, with engine
parameters markedly improving over the time, improvements
are also expected in the engine volumetric efficiency. With the
increased interest in PEMS measurements in Europe, and given
the advantages of the speed-density flow calculation in terms of
simplicity of installation, a question arises as to whether the same
or similar algorithm can be used on in-use engines in the EU.
The purpose of this work is to assess the applicability of the
generic speed-density equation (1) to production engines in
Europe. A gasoline port fuel-injected (PFI) automobile engine,
a two turbocharged diesel automobile engines, and a heavy-duty
diesel engine were selected as representative engines. The work
was motivated by continued present and anticipated future use

of this method for measurement of real driving emissions, and
in addition, by anticipated use of the air flow signal to drive an
on-board proportional particle sampling system.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Four production engines were used under the following test
conditions:
a) An Iveco Tector 6-liter, inline six-cylinder, 180 kW
turbodiesel engine with Common Rail injectors, operated
on a transient engine dynamometer on diesel fuel
according to Engine Transient Cycle (ETC) and World
Harmonized Transient Engine Cycle (WHTC); a laboratorygrade mass air flow meter (Sensyflow, ABB) was used
as a reference mass air flow measurement, with an
estimated uncertainty of less than 1% under steady-state
conditions.
b) A model year 2007 Renault Traffic with a 2-liter, fourcylinder, 66 kW turbodiesel engine, operated on diesel
fuel in and around Liberec, Czech Republic and Zvolen,
Slovakia; the on-board mass air flow sensor was used as
a reference mass air flow measurement, with uncertainty
believed to be within 10% at steady-state conditions
c) A model year 2008 Škoda Octavia car with a 2-liter, fourcylinder, 103 kW turbodiesel engine, operated on diesel
fuel on the road around the city of Prague; the enginereported mass air flow value was used as a reference.
The uncertainty of the reported air flow sensor was
estimated, by pooling knowledge from multiple sources,
to be around 5% during steady-state conditions.
d) A Škoda Fabia 1.2 HTP, 1.2-liter, three-cylinder, naturally
aspirated, port fuel injected engine (manufacturer code
AWY) operated on an eddy-current engine dynamometer
on gasoline at steady-state conditions covering the
entire engine operating map; a non-critical orifice
coupled with a U-manometer using water as a working
fluid was, together with barometric pressure and ambient
temperature measurements, used as a reference mass air
flow measurement, and a fuel consumption derived from
online reading of the mass of the fuel tank placed on an
industrial scale (Soehnle, 30 kg range, 2 g repeatability)
was used as a reference fuel flow measurement.
All engines were operated on “street fuels”, unleaded gasoline
with octane rating (mean of motor and research octane
numbers) of 95, and European (EN 590) diesel fuel with a cetane
number of approximately 55. As the fuel and lubricating oil
quality and composition does not have a profound effect on
engine volumetric efficiency, fuels and oils were not examined
in detail.
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FIGURE 1: Comparison of calculated mass air flow with mass air flow
derived from a laboratory-grade mass air flow meter on Iveco Tector
heavy-duty on-road diesel engine.
OBRÁZEK 1: Porovnání vypočteného toku nasávaného vzduchu s tokem
změřeným referenčním laboratorním průtokomětem na těžkém
vznětovém motoru Iveco Tector.

FIGURE 2: Comparison of calculated mass air flow with mass air flow
reported by the ECU on a Škoda Octavia 2.0 TDI diesel engine.
OBRÁZEK 2: Porovnání vypočteného toku nasávaného vzduchu
s tokem udávaným řídící jednotkou motoru na vznětovém motoru
Škoda Octavia 2.0 TDI.

The Iveco engine was fitted with an intake manifold pressure
sensor (0 – 400 kPa, 0.25% accuracy, JSP), and the engine
dynamometer was used as the source of engine rpm and
intake air temperature data, with declared accuracy of 1 rpm
and 1 C at steady-state conditions. On the other two engines,
engine rpm and intake air flow temperature and pressure data
were extracted from the ECU using the European On-Board
Diagnostics (EOBD) interface. The EOBD data uncertainty
was estimated to be 1 – 10 rpm, 1 – 2 kPa and 1 – 2 C, yielding
approximately 2 % (1 – 3 % range depending on operating
conditions) uncertainty on diesel and approximately 3 %
(1 – 4 %) uncertainty on gasoline engine. For all engines, the
mass air flow data was calculated on the second-by-second
basis using formula (1) using nvol = 0.95, a value suggested by
Vojtisek-Lom based on experimental fit of data from multiple
engines [30]. On the gasoline engine, additional reference
mass air flow reading was obtained from the measured fuel
mass rates and from the air-fuel ratio computed from measured
exhaust gas composition using the original Brettschneider
formula [48].

Octavia automobile turbodiesel engine, in Figures 3 and 4
for the Renault Traffic automobile turbodiesel engine during
mostly freeway and city/highway operation, respectively, and in
Figures 5 and 6 for the automotive spark ignition engine. For
the spark ignition engine, comparison of the calculated mass air
flow with mass air derived from mass air flow measured with
the orifice is plotted in Figure 5. Comparison of calculated mass
air flow with mass air flow derived from fuel consumption and
exhaust measurement is given in Figure 6.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of the calculated (using speed-density method)
and measured mass air flows is plotted in Figure 1 for the
Iveco Tector heavy-duty diesel engine, in Figure 2 for the Škoda

The overall comparison was reasonably good for the heavy-duty
diesel and automobile gasoline engines, and worse for the two
automobile turbodiesel engines with high EGR rates.
For the Iveco Tector engine, the primary source of difference was
the inability to match the two sets of data in time, due to the
highly transient nature of the test cycle and variable time lag
between the measurements given, among others, the volume of
air between the mass air flow sensor and the intake manifold.
For the Škoda Octavia engine, the calculated mass air flow was
majorly overestimated throughout the engine operating range.
The overestimation was highest, up to a factor of about two,
when EGR was used, which was primarily during the operation
at low to moderate engine loads.
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FIGURE 3: Comparison of calculated mass air flow with mass air flow
derived from an on-board mass air flow sensor on a Renault Traffic
turbodiesel engine during freeway operation.
OBRÁZEK 3: Porovnání vypočteného toku nasávaného vzduchu s tokem
změřeným palubním snímačem váhy vzduchu na vznětovém motoru
Renault Traffic při jízdě po dálnici.

FIGURE 4: Comparison of calculated mass air flow with mass air flow
derived from an on-board mass air flow sensor on a Renault Traffic
turbodiesel engine during city and highway driving.
OBRÁZEK 4: Porovnání vypočteného toku nasávaného vzduchu s tokem
změřeným palubním snímačem váhy vzduchu na vznětovém motoru
Renault Traffic při jízdě v městském a mimoměstském provozu.

For the Renault Traffic engine, a difference between freeway
and city/highway operation was observed. When the EGR
was not used due to low engine temperature or higher speed,
the calculated mass air flow was underestimated by around
10 % during lower and medium loads at moderate rpm and
generally in line with the measurement during higher loads
and higher rpm. During city and highway operation, the
calculated flow was overestimated due to the large portion
of the flow through the engine being recirculated back into
the intake, and therefore being accounted for twice. Large
differences are limited to small number of points, are not
systematic, and are attributed primarily to different dynamic
responses of sensors and time alignment issues.

measurements at moderate speeds and loads. At idle, the
difference is believed to be due primarily to the uncertainty
in reference measurement: At lower air flows and lower fuel
consumption rates the relative uncertainties of both air flow
measurement by an orifice and fuel flow measurements by
continuous weighing of the fuel tank are higher, and the two
reference measurements are not in agreement.

For the Škoda Fabia spark ignition engine, the ratio between
the calculated mass air flow and the reference mass air flow
is plotted in Figure 7 using the measured air flow and in
Figure 8 using the air flow derived from the fuel consumption
and emissions data. The calculated mass air flow is: a)
underestimated by up to around 10% for 3000 – 4000 rpm
at moderate and higher loads, where the engine volumetric
efficiency appears to be the highest by the choice of the
engine designers; b) overestimated at 5000 rpm where the
engine volumetric efficiency is lower due to higher rpm;
c) not statistically significantly different from reference

Overall, for engines not featuring high EGR rates, the
differences between the intake air flow inferred from the
generic speed-density calculation and reference measurements
were up to around 10% for most engine operating points. It
can be argued that for simple measurements, such as during
screening for excess emissions on the order of hundreds of
percent, such uncertainty is acceptable. With the nature of the
uncertainty being that of a systematic bias, the measurement
repeatability can be little affected for some types of
comparative measurements along a given route, where engine
operating conditions and thus biases in volumetric efficiency
are comparable. This can be the case, for example, with the
investigation of the effects of new fuels or retrofit devices.
For precision measurements, such as certification process,
the volumetric efficiency map can be inferred by running
comparative measurements in a laboratory, or with a fitted
reference mass air flow sensor.
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FIGURE 5: Comparison of calculated mass air flow with mass air flow
computed from orifice measurement on a Škoda Fabia 1.2 HTP gasoline
engine.
OBRÁZEK 5: Porovnání vypočteného toku nasávaného vzduchu s tokem
změřeným tlakovým spádem na clonce na zážehovém motoru Škoda
Fabia 1.2 HTP.

FIGURE 6: Comparison of calculated mass air flow with mass air flow
computed from measured fuel consumption and air-fuel ratio computed
from exhaust composition on a Škoda Fabia 1.2 HTP gasoline engine.
OBRÁZEK 6: Porovnání vypočteného toku nasávaného vzduchu s tokem
vypočteným ze změřeného průtoku paliva a směšovacího poměru
vypočteného ze změřeného toku výfukových plynů na zážehovém
motoru Škoda Fabia 1.2 HTP.

For engines with high EGR rates, the speed-density calculation is
not useful without accounting for the recirculated volume, which
would require, for example, measurement of CO2 concentrations
in the intake manifold, which can be readily done with
a miniature NDIR analyzer, sampling from the same access point
used for intake manifold pressure measurement. Most such
engines are computer-controlled, and a more simple method
could be the extraction of the mass air flow data through the
engine diagnostic interface.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The generic speed-density calculation algorithm shown here is
applicable to ordinary contemporary four-cycle engines with
no or low EGR rates. The uncertainty is expected to be higher
for engines with high EGR rates, high expansion ratio engines
where effective compression ratio given by valve timing is
substantially smaller than the compression ratio given by engine
geometry, engines with tuned intake manifolds, engines with
valve deactuation, and, on the other end of the scale, older
engines with less optimized air flow system. On such engines,
and where measurement uncertainty needs to be reduced,
calibration of the method in a laboratory against a reference
air flow measurements is recommended. On the other hand, on
many such modern engines, air flow rates can be often extracted
from the ECU.

The generic speed-density calculation of an internal combustion
engine intake air flow has been assessed in this work. The
knowledge of intake air flow and its simple measurement are
important for measurement of real-driving emissions using onboard monitoring systems.
The speed-density calculation based on measured engine
rpm and intake air pressure and temperature and a universal
generic volumetric efficiency coefficient was compared to
different types of reference measurements: a laboratory
mass flow meter on a heavy-duty diesel engine, a hot-wire
anemometer on an automobile turbocharged diesel engine,
and orifice and mass fuel flow measurement on an automobile
spark ignition engine. The overall results suggest that unless
high rates of EGR are used, the uncertainty of the generic
speed-density method is on the order of 10% throughout
most of the engine operating range. Such uncertainty is
acceptable for many types of on-board measurements and
can be further improved, where necessary, by using individual
volumetric efficiency maps applicable to the given engine.
For engines with high EGR rates, knowledge of EGR rate is
needed.
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FIGURE 7: Ratio of calculated to measured mass air flow at different
engine speed and loads on a Škoda Fabia 1.2 HTP gasoline engine.
OBRÁZEK 7: Poměr mezi vypočteným a změřeným tokem nasáveného
vzduchu pro různé kombinace otáček a zatížení zážehového motoru
Škoda Fabia 1.2 HTP.

FIGURE 8: Ratio of calculated to fuel-consumption-derived mass air flow
at different engine speed and loads on a Škoda Fabia 1.2 HTP gasoline
engine.
OBRÁZEK 8: Poměr mezi vypočteným tokem nasáveného vzduchu a tokem
nasávaného vzduchu vypočteným z měřené spotřeby paliva pro různé
kombinace otáček a zatížení zážehového motoru Škoda Fabia 1.2 HTP.
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